
Frequency	allocations	to	the	radio	astronomy	service		
	
Below	is	an	extract	from	the	most	recent	version	(2016)	of	the	table	of	frequency	
allocations	 in	 the	Radio	Regulations.	This	document	 contains	 the	allocations	 to	
the	 Radio	 astronomy	 service	 (RAS)	 and	 the	 associated	 footnotes	 (numbers	
appearing	as	5.###)	 that	 explain	 the	 conditions	on	using	 the	 frequency	bands.	
The	text	for	every	footnote	relevant	to	the	RAS	is	provided	in	this	document.		
The	 incumbent	 active	 services	 are	 also	 included	 for	 each	 band	 to	 show	 the	
sharing	 situation.	 Services	 that	 are	 printed	 in	 capital	 letters	 indicate	 that	 they	
enjoy	a	primary	allocation	in	that	frequency	band,	while	small	letters	indicate	a	
secondary	status.		
	
In	 the	 following	 frequency	 bands	 the	 RAS	 has	 a	 number	 of	 primary	 and	
secondary	 allocations.	 Certain	 bands	 in	 which	 the	 RAS	 is	 not	 explicitly	
mentioned	 but	 contain	 footnote	 5.149	 imply	 that	 the	RAS	has	 a	 notification	 of	
use	in	that	band.	Although	this	does	not	count	as	an	official	allocation,	protection	
from	interference	can	be	requested	on	a	national	basis.		
Region	1	comprises	Europe,	Africa,	and	the	Middle	East	west	of	the	Persian	Gulf.	
Region	2	covers	the	Americas	including	Greenland.	
Region	3	contains	Asia	east	of	and	including	Iran	and	most	of	Oceania.		
	
A	complete	copy	of	the	Radio	regulations	including	all	Appendices,	Resolutions,	
Recommendations	 and	 ITU-R	 Recommendations	 incorporated	 by	 reference	 is	
freely	available	for	download	here.	 
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



Region	1	 Region	2	 Region	3	
13	360-13	410	kHz           FIXED		
																																																				RADIO	ASTRONOMY	 5.149		
25	550-25	670	kHz           RADIO	ASTRONOMY		5.149		
37.5-38.25	MHz                 FIXED		
																																																				MOBILE	 
																																																				Radio	astronomy		5.149		
68-74.8	MHz		
FIXED		
MOBILE	except	
aeronautical	mobile		
5.149		5.175		5.177	5.179		

73-74.6	MHz	
RADIO	ASTRONOMY	
5.178		
	

68-74.8	MHz		
FIXED		
MOBILE		
5.149			5.176				5.179		
	

137-137.025	MHz															SPACE	OPERATION	(space-to-Earth)					
																																																				METEOROLOGICAL-SATELLITE	(space-to-Earth)		
																																																				MOBILE-SATELLITE	(space-to-Earth)		
																																																				5.208A	5.208B	5.209		
																																																				SPACE	RESEARCH	(space-to-Earth)		
																																																				Fixed		
																																																				Mobile	except	aeronautical	mobile	(R)	
																																																				5.204	5.205	5.206	5.207	5.208		
137.025-137.175	MHz						SPACE	OPERATION	(space-to-Earth)		
																																																				METEOROLOGICAL-SATELLITE	(space-to-Earth)		
																																																				SPACE	RESEARCH	(space-to-Earth)		
																																																				Fixed		
																																																				Mobile	except	aeronautical	mobile	(R)		
																																																				Mobile-satellite	(space-to-Earth)		
																																																				5.208A	5.208B	5.209	5.204	5.205	5.206	5.207	5.208		
137.175-137.825	MHz						SPACE	OPERATION	(space-to-Earth)		
																																																				METEOROLOGICAL-SATELLITE	(space-to-Earth)		
																																																				MOBILE-SATELLITE	(space-to-Earth)		
																																																				5.208A	5.208B	5.209		
																																																				SPACE	RESEARCH	(space-to-Earth)		
																																																				Fixed		
																																																				Mobile	except	aeronautical	mobile	(R)		
																																																				5.204	5.205	5.206	5.207	5.208		
137.825-138	MHz															SPACE	OPERATION	(space-to-Earth)		
																																																				METEOROLOGICAL-SATELLITE	(space-to-Earth)		
																																																				SPACE	RESEARCH	(space-to-Earth)		
																																																				Fixed		
																																																				Mobile	except	aeronautical	mobile	(R)		
																																																				Mobile-satellite	(space-to-Earth)		
																																																				5.208A	5.208B	5.209	5.204	5.205	5.206	5.207	5.208		
150.05-153	MHz		
FIXED		
MOBILE	except	
aeronautical	mobile		
RADIO	ASTRONOMY	
5.149		

	 	
	
	
	
5.225	

	



5.149   In	making	assignments	to	stations	of	other	services	to	which	the	
bands:		
13	360-13	410	kHz,		
25	550-25	670	kHz,		
37.5-38.25	MHz,		
73-74.6	MHz	in	Regions	1	and	3,		
150.05-153	MHz	in	Region	1,		
322-328.6	MHz,	 
406.1-410	MHz,		
608-614	MHz	in	Regions	1	and	3,		
1	330-1	400	MHz,	
1	610.6-1	613.8	MHz,		
1	660-1	670	MHz,		
1	718.8-1	722.2	MHz,		
2	655-2	690	MHz,		
3	260-3	267	MHz,		
3	332-3	339	MHz,		
3	345.8-3	352.5	MHz,		
4	825-4	835	MHz,		

4	950-4	990	MHz,		
4	990-5	000	MHz,		
6	650-6	675.2	MHz,		
10.6-10.68	GHz,		
14.47-14.5	GHz,		
22.01-22.21	GHz,		
22.21-22.5	GHz,		
22.81-22.86	GHz,		
23.07-23.12	GHz,		
31.2-31.3	GHz,		
31.5-31.8	GHz	in	Regions	1	and	3,		
36.43-36.5	GHz,	 
42.5-43.5	GHz,		
48.94-49.04	GHz,		
76-86	GHz,		
92-94	GHz,		
94.1-100	GHz,		

102-109.5	GHz,		
111.8-114.25	GHz,		
128.33-128.59	GHz,		
129.23-129.49	GHz,		
130-134	GHz,		
136-148.5	GHz,		
151.5-158.5	GHz,		
168.59-168.93	GHz,		
171.11-171.45	GHz,		
172.31-172.65	GHz,		
173.52-173.85	GHz,		
195.75-196.15	GHz,		
209-226	GHz,		
241-250	GHz,		
252-275	GHz	 
 

 
are	allocated,	 administrations	are	urged	 to	 take	all	practicable	 steps	 to	protect	
the	 radio	 astronomy	 service	 from	 harmful	 interference.	 Emissions	 from	
spaceborne	 or	 airborne	 stations	 can	 be	 particularly	 serious	 sources	 of	
interference	to	the	radio	astronomy	service	(see	Nos.	4.5 and	4.6 and	Article	29).	
(WRC-07)		
 
5.208A  In	 making	 assignments	 to	 space	 stations	 in	 the	 mobile-satellite	
service	 in	 the	 bands	 137-138	 MHz,	 387-390	 MHz	 and	 400.15-401	 MHz,	
administrations	 shall	 take	 all	 practicable	 steps	 to	 protect	 the	 radio	 astronomy	
service	in	the	bands	150.05-153	MHz,	322-328.6	MHz,	406.1-410	MHz	and	608-
614	 MHz	 from	 harmful	 interference	 from	 unwanted	 emissions.	 The	 threshold	
levels	of	 interference	detrimental	 to	 the	 radio	astronomy	service	are	 shown	 in	
the	relevant	ITU-R	Recommendation.	(WRC-07)	 
	
5.208B*		 In	the	frequency	bands:	 
137-138	MHz,		
387-390	MHz,		
400.15-401	MHz,		
1	452-1	492	MHz,		
1	525-1	610	MHz,		
1	613.8-1	626.5	MHz,		
2	655-2	690	MHz,		
21.4-22	GHz,	 
Resolution	739	(Rev.WRC-15) applies.		(WRC-15)		
	
*	This	provision	was	previously	numbered	as	No.	5.347A.	It	was	renumbered	to	
preserve	the	sequential	order.		
 
5.225   Additional allocation: in	Australia	and	 India,	 the	band	150.05-153	
MHz	is	also	allocated	to	the	radio	astronomy	service	on	a	primary	basis.	 
 

 



Region	1	 Region	2	 Region	3	
	 	 225-235	MHz	

5.250		 	
322-328.6	MHz                 FIXED	MOBILE	 
																																																			RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																			5.149	 
406.1-410	MHz                 FIXED	MOBILE	except	aeronautical	mobile		
                                             RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																				5.149		5.265	 
608-614	MHz		
	
	
	
5.149		5.304		5.306	

608-614	MHz		
RADIO ASTRONOMY 
Mobile-satellite except 	
aeronautical mobile-
satellite (Earth-to-space) 	

608-614	MHz		
	
	
	
5.149		5.305		5.306	5.307  

1	300-1	350	MHz              RADIOLOCATION		
																																																			AERONAUTICAL	RADIONAVIGATION	5.337		
																																																			RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE	(Earth-to-space)		
																																																			5.149	5.337A	 
1	350-1	400	MHz	
FIXED	MOBILE	
RADIOLOCATION		
5.149	5.338	5.338A	
5.339		

1	350-1	400	MHz	
RADIOLOCATION		
5.338A	5.149	5.334	5.339		
	

1	400-1	427	MHz              EARTH	EXPLORATION-SATELLITE	(passive)		
																																																			RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																			SPACE	RESEARCH	(passive)		
																																																			5.340		5.341	 
1	610-1	610.6	MHz												5.372	
1	610.6-1	613.8	MHz	
MOBILE-SATELLITE	
(Earth-to-space)	5.351A		
RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
AERONAUTICAL	
RADIONAVIGATION		
5.149	5.341	5.355	5.359	
5.364	5.366	5.367	5.368	
5.369	5.371	5.372		
	

1	610.6-1	613.8	MHz	
MOBILE-SATELLITE	
(Earth-to-space)	5.351A		
RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
AERONAUTICAL	
RADIONAVIGATION		
RADIODETERMINATION-	
SATELLITE	(Earth-to-
space)		
5.149	5.341	5.364	5.366	
5.367	5.368	5.370	5.372		

1	610.6-1	613.8	MHz	
MOBILE-SATELLITE	
(Earth-to-space)	5.351A		
RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
AERONAUTICAL	
RADIONAVIGATION		
Radiodetermination-
satellite	(Earth-to-space)		
5.149	5.341	5.355	5.359	
5.364	5.366	5.367	5.368	
5.369	5.372		

1	613.8-1	626.5	MHz	
MOBILE-SATELLITE(E-s)	
5.351A		
AERONAUTICAL	
RADIONAVIGATION		
Mobile-satellite	(space-
to-Earth)	5.208B		
5.341	5.355	5.359	5.364	
5.365	5.366	5.367	5.368	
5.369	5.371	5.372		

1	613.8-1	626.5	MHz	
MOBILE-SATELLITE(E-s)	
5.351A		
AERONAUTICAL	
RADIONAVIGATION		
RADIODET-	SAT(E-s)	
Mobile-satellite	(s-E)	
5.208B	5.341	5.364	
5.365	5.366	5.367	5.368	
5.370	5.372		

1	613.8-1	626.5	MHz	
MOBILE-SATELLITE(E-s)	
5.351A		
AERONAUTICAL	
RADIONAVIGATION		
Mobile-satellite	(s-E)	
5.208B	5.369	5.372	
Radiodet-sat	(E-s)		
5.341	5.355	5.359	5.364	
5.365	5.366	5.367	5.368		



5.250   Additional allocation:	 in	 China,	 the	 band	 225-235	 MHz	 is	 also	
allocated	to	the	radio	astronomy	service	on	a	secondary	basis.	 
	
5.304		 Additional allocation: in	 the	 African	 Broadcasting	 Area	 (see	 Nos.	
5.10 to	 5.13),	 the	 band	 606-614	MHz	 is	 �also	 allocated	 to	 the	 radio	 astronomy	
service	on	a	primary	basis.		
 
5.305   Additional allocation: in	 China,	 the	 band	 606-614	 MHz	 is	 also	
allocated	to	the	radio	astronomy	service	on	a	primary	basis.		
 
5.306   Additional allocation: in	 Region	 1,	 except	 in	 the	 African	
Broadcasting	 Area	 (see	 Nos.	 5.10 to	 5.13),	 and	 in	 Region	 3,	 the	 band	 608-614	
MHz	is	also	allocated	to	the	radio	astronomy	service	on	a	secondary	basis.		
 
5.307   Additional allocation: in	 India,	 the	 band	 608-614	 MHz	 is	 also	
allocated	to	the	radio	astronomy	service	on	a	primary	basis.	 
	
5.340   All	emissions	are	prohibited	in	the	following	bands:	 
	
1	400-1	427	MHz,	
2	690-2	700	MHz,	except	those	provided	for	by	No.	5.422,	
10.68-10.7	GHz,	except	those	provided	for	by	No.	5.483,	
15.35-15.4	GHz,	except	those	provided	for	by	No.	5.511,	 
23.6-24	GHz,		
31.3-31.5	GHz,		
31.5-31.8	GHz,	in	Region	2,		
48.94-49.04	GHz,	from	airborne	stations	 
50.2-50.4	GHz,		
52.6-54.25	GHz,		
86-92	GHz,		
100-102	GHz,		
109.5-111.8	GHz,		
114.25-116	GHz,		
148.5-151.5	GHz,		
164-167	GHz,		
182-185	GHz,		
190-191.8	GHz,		
200-209	GHz,		
226-231.5	GHz,		
250-252	GHz.	 (WRC-03)	 
	
5.372   Harmful	 interference	 shall	 not	 be	 caused	 to	 stations	 of	 the	 radio	
astronomy	 service	 using	 the	 band	 1	 610.6-1	 613.8	 MHz	 by	 stations	 of	 the	
radiodetermination-satellite	and	mobile-satellite	services	(No.	29.13 applies).	 
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



Region	1 Region	2 Region	3 
1	660-1	660.5	MHz	          MOBILE-SATELLITE	(Earth-to-space)	5.351A		
																																																			RADIO	ASTRONOMY	 
																																																			5.149	5.341	5.351	5.354	5.362A	5.376A	 
1	660.5-1	668 MHz												RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																				SPACE	RESEARCH	(passive)		
																																																				Fixed	Mobile	except	aeronautical	mobile		
																																																				5.149	5.341	5.379	5.379A	 
1	668-1	668.4	MHz													MOBILE-SATELLITE	(Earth-to-space)		
																																																				5.351A	5.379B	5.379C		
																																																				RADIO	ASTRONOMY	SPACE	RESEARCH	(passive)		
																																																				Fixed		
																																																				Mobile	except	aeronautical	mobile		
																																																				5.149	5.341	5.379	5.379A		
1	668.4-1	670	MHz													METEOROLOGICAL	AIDS		
																																																				FIXED	MOBILE	except	aeronautical	mobile		
																																																				MOBILE-SATELLITE	(Earth-to-space)		
																																																				5.351A	5.379B	5.379C		
																																																				RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																				5.149	5.341	5.379D	5.379E		
1	710-1	930	MHz               FIXED		
																																																				MOBILE	5.384A	5.388A	5.388B		
																																																				5.149	5.341	5.385	5.386	5.387	5.388		
2	483.5-2	500	MHz		
FIXED	MOBILE	MOBILE-
SATELLITE		
(space-to-Earth)	5.351A	
RADIODETERMINATION
-	SATELLITE		
(space-to-Earth)	5.398	
Radiolocation	5.398A		
5.150	5.399	5.401	5.402		

2	483.5-2	500	MHz		
FIXED	MOBILE	MOBILE-
SATELLITE		
(space-to-Earth)	5.351A	
RADIOLOCATION	
RADIODETERMINATION
-	SATELLITE	(space-to-
Earth)	5.398	5.150	5.402		

2	483.5-2	500	MHz		
FIXED	MOBILE	MOBILE-
SATELLITE		
(space-to-Earth)	5.351A	
RADIOLOCATION	
RADIODETERMINATION
-	SATELLITE	(space-to-
Earth)	5.398		
5.150	5.401	5.402		

2	655-2	670	MHz	
FIXED	5.410		
MOBILE	except	
aeronautical	mobile	
5.384A		
BROADCASTING-
SATELLITE		
5.208B	5.413	5.416		
Earth	exploration-
satellite		
(passive)		
Radio	astronomy		
Space	research	(passive)		
5.149	5.412		
	

2	655-2	670	MHz	
FIXED	5.410		
FIXED-SATELLITE		
(Earth-to-space)		
(space-to-Earth)	5.415	
MOBILE	except	
aeronautical	mobile	
5.384A		
BROADCASTING-
SATELLITE	5.413	5.416		
Earth	exploration-
satellite	(passive)		
Radio	astronomy		
Space	research	(passive)	
5.149	5.208B		

2	655-2	670	MHz	
FIXED	5.410	FIXED-
SATELLITE		
(Earth-to-space)	5.415	
MOBILE	except	
aeronautical	mobile	
5.384A		
BROADCASTING-
SATELLITE		
5.208B	5.413	5.416		
Earth	exploration-
satellite	(passive)		
Radio	astronomy		
Space	research	(passive)		
5.149	5.420		
	
	



Region	1 Region	2 Region	3 
2	670-2	690	MHz	
FIXED	5.410		
MOBILE	except	
aeronautical	mobile	
5.384A		
Earth	exploration-
satellite		
(passive)		
Radio	astronomy		
Space	research	(passive)		
5.149		5.412		
	

2	670-2	690	MHz	
FIXED	5.410		
FIXED-SATELLITE		
(Earth-to-space)		
(space-to-Earth)	5.208B	
5.415		
MOBILE	except	
aeronautical	mobile	
5.384A		
Earth	exploration-
satellite	(passive)		
Radio	astronomy		
Space	research	(passive)		
5.149		

2	670-2	690	MHz	
FIXED	5.410		
FIXED-SATELLITE		
(Earth-to-space)	5.415	
MOBILE	except	
aeronautical	mobile	
5.384A		
MOBILE-SATELLITE		
(Earth-to-space)	5.351A	
5.419		
Earth	exploration-
satellite	(passive)		
Radio	astronomy	5.149	
Space	research	(passive)		

2	690-2	700	MHz																EARTH	EXPLORATION-SATELLITE	(passive)		
																																																			RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																			SPACE	RESEARCH	(passive)		5.340	5.422		
3	100-3	300	MHz																RADIOLOCATION		
																																																			Earth	exploration-satellite	(active)		
																																																			Space	research	(active)	5.149	5.428		
3	300-3	400	MHz	
RADIOLOCATION		
5.149	5.429	5.429A	
5.429B	5.430		

3	300-3	400	MHz	
RADIOLOCATION	
Amateur	Fixed	Mobile		
5.149	5.429C	5.429D		

3	300-3	400	MHz	
RADIOLOCATION	
Amateur	5.429F	
5.149	5.429	5.429E		

5.376A   Mobile	earth	stations	operating	 in	 the	band	1	660-1	660.5	
MHz	 shall	 not	 cause	 harmful	 interference	 to	 stations	 in	 the	 radio	 astronomy	
service.	(WRC-97)		
5.379A   Administrations	are	urged	to	give	all	practicable	protection	
in	 the	 band	 1	 660.5-1	 668.4	 MHz	 for	 future	 research	 in	 radio	 astronomy,	
particularly	 by	 eliminating	 air-to-ground	 transmissions	 in	 the	 meteorological	
aids	service	in	the	band	1	664.4-1	668.4	MHz	as	soon	as	practicable.	 
5.379C   In	order	to	protect	the	radio	astronomy	service	in	the	band	
1	668-1	670	MHz,	the	aggregate	power	flux-	density	values	produced	by	mobile	
earth	stations	in	a	network	of	the	mobile-satellite	service	operating	in	this	band	
shall	not	exceed	–181	dB(W/m2)	in	10	MHz	and	–194	dB(W/m2)	in	any	20	kHz	at	
any	 radio	 astronomy	 station	 recorded	 in	 the	 Master	 International	 Frequency	
Register,	for	more	than	2%	of	integration	periods	of	2	000	s.	(WRC-03)		
5.402    The	 use	 of	 the	 band	 2	 483.5-2	 500	 MHz	 by	 the	 mobile-
satellite	 and	 the	 radiodetermination-satellite	 services	 is	 subject	 to	 the	
coordination	under	No.	9.11A.	Administrations	are	urged	to	take	all	practicable	
steps	 to	 prevent	 harmful	 interference	 to	 the	 radio	 astronomy	 service	 from	
emissions	 in	 the	 2	 483.5-2	 500	MHz	 band,	 especially	 those	 caused	 by	 second-
harmonic	radiation	that	would	 fall	 into	the	4	990-5	000	MHz	band	allocated	to	
the	radio	astronomy	service	worldwide.	 
5.413    In	 the	 design	 of	 systems	 in	 the	 broadcasting-satellite	
service	 in	 the	 bands	 between	 2	 500	MHz	 and	 2	 690	MHz,	 administrations	 are	
urged	 to	 take	all	necessary	steps	 to	protect	 the	 radio	astronomy	service	 in	 the	
band	2	690-2	700	MHz.	 



Region	1	 Region	2	 Region	3	
4	800-4	990	MHz              FIXED	MOBILE	5.440A	5.441A	5.441B	5.442		
																																																			Radio	astronomy	5.149	5.339	5.443	 
4	990-5	000 MHz             FIXED	MOBILE	except	aeronautical	mobile	 
																																																			RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																			Space	research	(passive)	5.149	 
5	925-6	700	MHz              FIXED	5.457		
																																																			FIXED-SATELLITE	(Earth-to-space)	5.457A	5.457B	 
																																																			MOBILE		
																																																			5.457C	5.149	5.440	5.458	 
6	700-7	075 MHz             FIXED		
																																																			FIXED-SATELLITE	(Earth-to-space)	(space-to-Earth)	
																																																			5.441	 
																																																			MOBILE	5.458	5.458A	5.458B	 
10.6-10.68	GHz																			EARTH	EXPLORATION-SATELLITE	(passive)			
																																																			FIXED	
																																																			MOBILE	except	aeronautical	mobile		
																																																			RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																			SPACE	RESEARCH	(passive)		
																																																			Radiolocation		
																																																			5.149	5.482	5.482A		
10.68-10.7	GHz																			EARTH	EXPLORATION-SATELLITE	(passive)		
																																																			RADIO	ASTRONOMY	 
																																																			SPACE	RESEARCH	(passive)		
																																																			5.340	5.483	 
 
5.443    Different category of service: in	 Argentina,	 Australia	 and	
Canada,	the	allocation	of	the	bands	4	825-4	835	MHz	and	4	950-4	990	MHz	to	the	
radio	astronomy	service	is	on	a	primary	basis	(see	No.	5.33).		
 
5.443B    In	 order	 not	 to	 cause	 harmful	 interference	 to	 the	
microwave	 landing	 system	 operating	 above	 5	 030	 MHz,	 the	 aggregate	 power	
flux-density	produced	at	the	Earth’s	surface	in	the	frequency	band	5	030-5	150	
MHz	by	all	the	space	stations	within	any	radionavigation-satellite	service	system	
(space-to-Earth)	 operating	 in	 the	 frequency	 band	 5	 010-5	 030	 MHz	 shall	 not	
exceed	 −124.5	 dB(W/m2)	 in	 a	 150	 kHz	 band.	 In	 order	 not	 to	 cause	 harmful	
interference	to	the	radio	astronomy	service	in	the	frequency	band	4	990-5	000	
MHz,	radionavigation-satellite	service	systems	operating	in	the	frequency	band	5	
010-5	030	MHz	shall	comply	with	the	limits	in	the	frequency	band	4	990-5	000	
MHz	defined	in	Resolution	741 (Rev.WRC-15).	(WRC-15)		
 
5.458A   In	 making	 assignments	 in	 the	 band	 6	 700-7	 075	 MHz	 to	
space	stations	of	the	fixed-satellite	service,	administrations	are	urged	to	take	all	
practicable	 steps	 to	 protect	 spectral	 line	 observations	 of	 the	 radio	 astronomy	
service	 in	 the	 band	 6	 650-6	 675.2	 MHz	 from	 harmful	 interference	 from	
unwanted	emissions.		
	
	
	



Region	1	 Region	2	 Region	3	
14.47-14.5	GHz																				FIXED		
																																																				FIXED-SATELLITE	(Earth-to-space)		
																																																				5.457A	5.457B	5.484A	5.506	5.506B		
																																																				MOBILE	except	aeronautical	mobile		
																																																				Mobile-satellite	(Earth-to-space)		
																																																				5.504B	5.506A		5.509A		
																																																				Radio	astronomy	5.149	5.504A		
15.35-15.4	GHz																				EARTH	EXPLORATION-SATELLITE	(passive)		
																																																				RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																				SPACE	RESEARCH	(passive)	5.340	5.511		
15.4-15.43	GHz																				RADIOLOCATION	5.511E	5.511F		
																																																				AERONAUTICAL	RADIONAVIGATION		
22-22.21	MHz																							FIXED		
																																																				MOBILE	except	aeronautical	mobile		
																																																				5.149	 
22.21-22.5	GHz																				EARTH	EXPLORATION-SATELLITE	(passive)			
																																																				FIXED	MOBILE	except	aeronautical	mobile		
																																																				RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																				SPACE	RESEARCH	(passive)	5.149	5.532		
22.55-23.15																											FIXED		
																																																				INTER-SATELLITE	5.338A		
																																																				MOBILE		
																																																				SPACE	RESEARCH	(Earth-to-space)	5.532A	5.149		
23.6-24	GHz																											EARTH	EXPLORATION-SATELLITE	(passive)		
																																																				RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																				SPACE	RESEARCH	(passive)	5.340		
31.3-31.5	GHz																							EARTH	EXPLORATION-SATELLITE	(passive)		
																																																				RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																				SPACE	RESEARCH	(passive)	5.340		
31.5-31.8	GHz		
EARTH	EXPLORATION-	
SATELLITE	(passive)	
RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
SPACE	RESEARCH	
(passive)		
Fixed	Mobile	except	
aeronautical	mobile	
5.149	5.546		

31.5-31.8	GHz		
EARTH	EXPLORATION-	
SATELLITE	(passive)	
RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
SPACE	RESEARCH	
(passive)		
5.340		
	

31.5-31.8	GHz	
EARTH	EXPLORATION-	
SATELLITE	(passive)	
RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
SPACE	RESEARCH	
(passive)		
Fixed	Mobile	except	
aeronautical	mobile	
5.149		

36-37	GHz																													EARTH	EXPLORATION-SATELLITE	(passive)		
																																																		FIXED		
																																																		MOBILE	SPACE	RESEARCH	(passive)		
																																																		5.149	5.550A		
41-42.5	GHz																										FIXED		
																																																			FIXED-SATELLITE	(space-to-Earth)	5.516B		
																																																			BROADCASTING		
																																																			BROADCASTING-SATELLITE		
																																																			Mobile		
																																																			5.547	5.551F	5.551H	5.551I		



Region	1	 Region	2	 Region	3	
42.5-43.5	GHz																						FIXED		
																																																			FIXED-SATELLITE	(Earth-to-space)	5.552		
																																																			MOBILE	except	aeronautical	mobile		
																																																			RADIO	ASTRONOMY	5.149	5.547		
48.54-49.44	GHz	
FIXED		
FIXED-SATELLITE		
(Earth-to-space)	5.552	
MOBILE	5.149	5.340	
5.555		

48.2-50.2	GHz	
FIXED		
FIXED-SATELLITE	(Earth-to-space)	5.516B	5.338A	
5.552	MOBILE		
5.149	5.340	5.555		
	

50.2-50.4	GHz																						EARTH	EXPLORATION-SATELLITE	(passive)		
																																																			SPACE	RESEARCH	(passive)	5.340		
	
5.504B   Aircraft	earth	stations	operating	in	the	aeronautical	mobile-
satellite	 service	 in	 the	 frequency	 band	 14-14.5	 GHz	 shall	 comply	 with	 the	
provisions	of	Annex	1,	Part	C	of	Recommendation	ITU-R	M.1643-0,	with	respect	
to	any	radio	astronomy	station	performing	observations	 in	 the	14.47-14.5	GHz	
frequency	band	located	on	the	territory	of	Spain,	France,	India,	Italy,	the	United	
Kingdom	and	South	Africa.	(WRC-15)	 
	
5.511F   In	 order	 to	 protect	 the	 radio	 astronomy	 service	 in	 the	
frequency	 band	 15.35-15.4	 GHz,	 radiolocation	 stations	 operating	 in	 the	
frequency	band	15.4-15.7	GHz	 shall	 not	 exceed	 the	power	 flux-density	 level	 of	
−156	dB(W/m2)	in	a	50	MHz	bandwidth	in	the	frequency	band	15.35-15.4	GHz,	
at	any	radio	astronomy	observatory	site	for	more	than	2%	of	the	time.	(WRC-12)	 
	
5.543A   In	 Bhutan,	 Cameroon,	 Korea	 (Rep.	 of),	 the	 Russian	
Federation,	India,	Indonesia,	Iran	(Islamic	Republic	of),	Iraq,	Japan,	Kazakhstan,	
Malaysia,	 Maldives,	 Mongolia,	 Myanmar,	 Uzbekistan,	 Pakistan,	 the	 Philippines,	
Kyrgyzstan,	the	Dem.	People’s	Rep.	of	Korea,	Sudan,	Sri	Lanka,	Thailand	and	Viet	
Nam,	the	allocation	to	the	fixed	service	in	the	frequency	band	31-31.3	GHz	may	
also	 be	 used	 by	 systems	 using	 high	 altitude	 platform	 stations	 (HAPS)	 in	 the	
ground-to-HAPS	 direction.	 The	 use	 of	 the	 frequency	 band	 31-31.3	 GHz	 by	
systems	using	HAPS	is	 limited	to	the	territory	of	the	countries	listed	above	and	
shall	not	cause	harmful	interference	to,	nor	claim	protection	from,	other	types	of	
fixed-service	systems,	systems	in	the	mobile	service	and	systems	operated	under	
No.	 5.545.	 Furthermore,	 the	 development	 of	 these	 services	 shall	 not	 be	
constrained	by	HAPS.	Systems	using	HAPS	 in	 the	 frequency	band	31-	31.3	GHz	
shall	 not	 cause	 harmful	 interference	 to	 the	 radio	 astronomy	 service	 having	 a	
primary	allocation	in	the	frequency	band	31.3-31.8	GHz,	taking	into	account	the	
protection	criterion	as	given	in	the	most	recent	version	of	Recommendation	ITU-
R	RA.769.	In	order	to	ensure	the	protection	of	satellite	passive	services,	the	level	
of	unwanted	power	density	into	a	HAPS	ground	station	antenna	in	the	frequency	
band	 31.3-31.8	 GHz	 shall	 be	 limited	 to	 −106	 dB(W/MHz)	 under	 clear-sky	
conditions,	and	may	be	increased	up	to	−100	dB(W/MHz)	under	rainy	conditions	
to	 mitigate	 fading	 due	 to	 rain,	 provided	 the	 effective	 impact	 on	 the	 passive	
satellite	does	not	exceed	 the	 impact	under	clear-sky	conditions.	See	Resolution	
145	(Rev.WRC-12).	(WRC-15)	 



5.551H		  The	 equivalent	 power	 flux-density	 (epfd)	 produced	 in	 the	
frequency	 band	 42.5-43.5	 GHz	 by	 all	 space	 �stations	 in	 any	 non-geostationary-
satellite	 system	 in	 the	 fixed-satellite	 service	 (space-to-Earth),	 or	 in	 the	
broadcasting-	 satellite	 service	 operating	 in	 the	 frequency	 band	 42-42.5	 GHz,	
shall	not	exceed	the	following	values	at	 the	site	of	any	radio	astronomy	station	
for	more	than	2%	of	the	time:	 

−230	 dB(W/m2)	 in	 1	 GHz	 and	 −246	 dB(W/m2)	 in	 any	 500	 kHz	 of	 the	
frequency	 band	 42.5-43.5	 GHz	 at	 the	 site	 of	 any	 radio	 astronomy	 station	
registered	as	a	single-dish	telescope;	and	 

−209	dB(W/m2)	 in	any	500	kHz	of	 the	 frequency	band	42.5-43.5	GHz	at	
the	 site	 of	 any	 radio	 astronomy	 station	 registered	 as	 a	 very	 long	 baseline	
interferometry	station.	 
These	 epfd	 values	 shall	 be	 evaluated	 using	 the	 methodology	 given	 in	
Recommendation	 ITU-R	 S.1586-1	 and	 the	 reference	 antenna	 pattern	 and	 the	
maximum	 gain	 of	 an	 antenna	 in	 the	 radio	 astronomy	 service	 given	 in	
Recommendation	 ITU-R	RA.1631-0	and	 shall	 apply	over	 the	whole	 sky	and	 for	
elevation	 angles	 higher	 than	 the	 minimum	 operating	 angle	 θmin of	 the	
radiotelescope	(for	which	a	default	value	of	5°	should	be	adopted	in	the	absence	
of	notified	information).	 
These	values	shall	apply	at	any	radio	astronomy	station	that	either:	 
	 –	 	was	 in	 operation	 prior	 to	 5	 July	 2003	 and	 has	 been	 notified	 to	 the	
Bureau	before	4	January	2004;	or	 � 

– was	 notified	 before	 the	 date	 of	 receipt	 of	 the	 complete	 Appendix	 4 
information	 for	 coordination	 or	 notification,	 as	 appropriate,	 for	 the	
space	 station	 to	 which	 the	 limits	 apply.	 �Other	 radio	 astronomy	
stations	 notified	 after	 these	 dates	 may	 seek	 an	 agreement	 with	
administrations	 that	have	authorized	the	space	stations.	 In	Region	2,	
Resolution	743 (WRC-03) shall	apply.	The	limits	in	this	footnote	may	
be	 exceeded	 at	 the	 site	 of	 a	 radio	 astronomy	 station	 of	 any	 country	
whose	administration	so	agreed.	(WRC-15)	 � 
 

5.551I 	 	 The	power	flux-density	in	the	band	42.5-43.5	GHz	produced	
by	any	geostationary	space	station	in	the	fixed-	satellite	service	(space-to-Earth),	
or	the	broadcasting-satellite	service	operating	in	the	42-42.5	GHz	band,	shall	not	
exceed	the	following	values	at	the	site	of	any	radio	astronomy	station:	 

–137	dB(W/m2)	in	1	GHz	and	–153	dB(W/m2)	in	any	500	kHz	of	the	42.5-
43.5	GHz	band	at	the	site	of	any	radio	astronomy	station	registered	as	a	single-
dish	telescope;	and	 

–116	dB(W/m2)	 in	any	500	kHz	of	 the	42.5-43.5	GHz	band	at	 the	site	of	
any	 radio	 astronomy	 station	 registered	 as	 a	 very	 long	 baseline	 interferometry	
station.	 
These	values	shall	apply	at	the	site	of	any	radio	astronomy	station	that	either:	 
	 –	 	was	 in	 operation	 prior	 to	 5	 July	 2003	 and	 has	 been	 notified	 to	 the	
Bureau	before	4	January	2004;	or	 � 

– was	 notified	 before	 the	 date	 of	 receipt	 of	 the	 complete	 Appendix	 4 
information	 for	 coordination	 or	 notification,	 as	 appropriate,	 for	 the	
space	 station	 to	 which	 the	 limits	 apply.	 �Other	 radio	 astronomy	
stations	 notified	 after	 these	 dates	 may	 seek	 an	 agreement	 with	
administrations	 that	have	authorized	the	space	stations.	 In	Region	2,	



Resolution	743 (WRC-03) shall	apply.	The	limits	in	this	footnote	may	
be	 exceeded	 at	 the	 site	 of	 a	 radio	 astronomy	 station	 of	 any	 country	
whose	administration	so	agreed.	(WRC-03)	 � 

5.555    Additional allocation: the	 band	 48.94-49.04	 GHz	 is	 also	
allocated	to	the	radio	astronomy	service	on	a	primary	basis.	(WRC-2000)	 
5.555B   The	 power	 flux-density	 in	 the	 band	 48.94-49.04	 GHz	
produced	by	any	geostationary	space	station	in	the	fixed-satellite	service	(space-
to-Earth)	 operating	 in	 the	 bands	 48.2-48.54	GHz	 and	49.44-50.2	GHz	 shall	 not	
exceed	–	151.8	dB(W/m2)	in	any	500	kHz	band	at	the	site	of	any	radio	astronomy	
station.	(WRC-03)		
5.556    In	 the	bands	51.4-54.25	GHz,	58.2-59	GHz	and	64-65	GHz,	
radio	astronomy	observations	may	be	carried	out	under	national	arrangements.	
(WRC-2000)	 
Region	1	 Region	2	 Region	3	
51.4-52.6	GHz																						FIXED	5.338A		
																																																			MOBILE	5.547	5.556	
52.6-54.25	GHz																			EARTH	EXPLORATION-SATELLITE	(passive)		
																																																			SPACE	RESEARCH	(passive)	5.340	5.556	
54.25-55.78	GHz																EARTH	EXPLORATION-SATELLITE	(passive)		
																																																			INTER-SATELLITE	5.556A		
																																																			SPACE	RESEARCH	(passive)	5.556B	
76-77.5	GHz																									RADIO	ASTRONOMY	5.149	
																																																		RADIOLOCATION		
																																																		Amateur		
																																																		Amateur-satellite		
																																																		Space	research	(space-to-Earth)		
77.5-78	GHz																									AMATEUR		
																																																			AMATEUR-SATELLITE		
																																																			RADIOLOCATION	5.559B		
																																																			Radio	astronomy	5.149	
																																																			Space	research	(space-to-Earth)		
78-79	GHz																													RADIOLOCATION		
																																																			Amateur		
																																																			Amateur-satellite		
																																																			Radio	astronomy		
																																																			Space	research	(space-to-Earth)		
																																																			5.149	5.560		
79-81	GHz																													RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																			RADIOLOCATION		
																																																			Amateur		
																																																			Amateur-satellite		
																																																			Space	research	(space-to-Earth)		
																																																			5.149		
81-84	GHz																													FIXED	5.338A		
																																																			FIXED-SATELLITE	(Earth-to-space)		
																																																			MOBILE		
																																																			MOBILE-SATELLITE	(Earth-to-space)		
																																																			RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																			Space	research	(space-to-Earth)	5.149	5.561A		



Region	1	 Region	2	 Region	3	
84-86	GHz																														FIXED	5.338A		
																																																				FIXED-SATELLITE	(Earth-to-space)	5.561B		
																																																				MOBILE		
																																																				RADIO	ASTRONOMY	5.149		
86-92	GHz																														EARTH	EXPLORATION-SATELLITE	(passive)		
																																																				RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																				SPACE	RESEARCH	(passive)	5.340		
92-94	GHz																														FIXED	5.338A		
																																																				MOBILE		
																																																				RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																				RADIOLOCATION	5.149		
94-94.1	GHz																											EARTH	EXPLORATION-SATELLITE	(active)							
																																																				RADIOLOCATION		
																																																				SPACE	RESEARCH	(active)		
																																																				Radio	astronomy	5.562	5.562A		
94.1-95	GHz																													FIXED	MOBILE		
																																																						RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																						RADIOLOCATION	5.149		
95-100	GHz																														FIXED		
																																																						MOBILE		
																																																						RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																						RADIOLOCATION		
																																																						RADIONAVIGATION		
																																																						RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE	5.149	5.554		
100-102	GHz																											EARTH	EXPLORATION-SATELLITE	(passive)		
																																																						RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																						SPACE	RESEARCH	(passive)	5.340	5.341		
102-105	GHz																											FIXED		
																																																						MOBILE		
																																																						RADIO	ASTRONOMY	5.149	5.341		
105-109.5	GHz																							FIXED		
																																																						MOBILE		
																																																						RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																						SPACE	RESEARCH	(passive)	5.562B	5.149	5.341		
109.5-111.8	GHz																			EARTH	EXPLORATION-SATELLITE	(passive)		
																																																						RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																						SPACE	RESEARCH	(passive)	5.340	5.341		
111.8-114.25	GHz																	FIXED		
																																																						MOBILE		
																																																						RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																						SPACE	RESEARCH	(passive)		
																																																						5.562B	5.149	5.341		
114.25-116	GHz																					EARTH	EXPLORATION-SATELLITE	(passive)		
																																																						RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																						SPACE	RESEARCH	(passive)	5.340	5.341		
5.562A   In	the	bands	94-94.1	GHz	and	130-134	GHz,	transmissions	
from	 space	 stations	 of	 the	 Earth	 exploration-	 satellite	 service	 (active)	 that	 are	
directed	into	the	main	beam	of	a	radio	astronomy	antenna	have	the	potential	to	



damage	 some	 radio	 astronomy	 receivers.	 Space	 agencies	 operating	 the	
transmitters	and	the	radio	astronomy	stations	concerned	should	mutually	plan	
their	operations	so	as	to	avoid	such	occurrences	to	the	maximum	extent	possible.	
(WRC-2000)		
 
5.562B   In	 the	 bands	 105-109.5	 GHz,	 111.8-114.25	 GHz,	 155.5-
158.5	GHz	and	217-226	GHz,	the	use	of	this	allocation	is	limited	to	space-based	
radio	astronomy	only.	(WRC-2000)		
 
Region	1 Region	2 Region	3 
123-130	GHz																								FIXED-SATELLITE	(space-to-Earth)		
																																																			MOBILE-SATELLITE	(space-to-Earth)		
																																																			RADIONAVIGATION		
																																																			RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE		
																																																			Radio	astronomy	5.562D	5.149	5.554		
130-134	GHz																								EARTH	EXPLORATION-SATELLITE	(active)	5.562E			
																																																			FIXED		
																																																			INTER-SATELLITE		
																																																			MOBILE	5.558		
																																																			RADIO	ASTRONOMY	5.149	5.562A		
134-136	GHz																								AMATEUR		
																																																			AMATEUR-SATELLITE		
																																																			Radio	astronomy		
136-141	GHz																								RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																			RADIOLOCATION		
																																																			Amateur	Amateur-satellite	5.149		
141-148.5	GHz																					FIXED		
																																																				MOBILE		
																																																				RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																				RADIOLOCATION	5.149		
148.5-151.5	GHz																		EARTH	EXPLORATION-SATELLITE	(passive)		
																																																				RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																				SPACE	RESEARCH	(passive)	5.340		
151.5-155.5	GHz																		FIXED		
																																																				MOBILE		
																																																				RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																				RADIOLOCATION	5.149		
155.5-158.5	GHz																	EARTH	EXPLORATION-SATELLITE	(passive)			
																																																				FIXED		
																																																				MOBILE		
																																																				RADIO	ASTRONOMY	5.149	
																																																				SPACE	RESEARCH	(passive)	5.562B	5.562F		5.562G		
164-167	GHz																									EARTH	EXPLORATION-SATELLITE	(passive)		
																																																				RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																				SPACE	RESEARCH	(passive)	5.340		
182-185	GHz																									EARTH	EXPLORATION-SATELLITE	(passive)		
																																																				RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																				SPACE	RESEARCH	(passive)		
																																																				5.340		



 
Region	1	 Region	2	 Region	3	
190-191.8	GHz																					EARTH	EXPLORATION-SATELLITE	(passive)		
																																																				SPACE	RESEARCH	(passive)		
																																																				5.340	
191.8-200	GHz																					FIXED		
																																																				INTER-SATELLITE		
																																																				MOBILE	5.558		
																																																				MOBILE-SATELLITE		
																																																				RADIONAVIGATION		
																																																				RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE		
																																																				5.149	5.341	5.554	
200-209	GHz																								EARTH	EXPLORATION-SATELLITE	(passive)			
																																																			RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																			SPACE	RESEARCH	(passive)	5.340	5.341	5.563A		
209-217	GHz																								FIXED		
																																																			FIXED-SATELLITE	(Earth-to-space)		
																																																			MOBILE		
																																																			RADIO	ASTRONOMY	5.149	5.341		
217-226	GHz																								FIXED		
																																																			FIXED-SATELLITE	(Earth-to-space)		
																																																			MOBILE		
																																																			RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																			SPACE	RESEARCH	(passive)	5.562B	5.149	5.341		
226-231.5	GHz																				EARTH	EXPLORATION-SATELLITE	(passive)		
																																																			RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																			SPACE	RESEARCH	(passive)	5.340		
241-248	GHz																								RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																			RADIOLOCATION		
																																																			Amateur		
																																																			Amateur-satellite	5.138	5.149		
248-250	GHz																								AMATEUR		
																																																			AMATEUR-SATELLITE		
																																																			Radio	astronomy	5.149		
250-252	GHz																								EARTH	EXPLORATION-SATELLITE	(passive)		
																																																			RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																			SPACE	RESEARCH	(passive)	5.340	5.563A		
252-265	GHz																								FIXED		
																																																			MOBILE		
																																																			MOBILE-SATELLITE	(Earth-to-space)		
																																																			RADIO	ASTRONOMY		
																																																			RADIONAVIGATION		
																																																			RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE	5.149	5.554		
265-275	GHz																								FIXED		
																																																			FIXED-SATELLITE	(Earth-to-space)		
																																																			MOBILE		
																																																			RADIO	ASTRONOMY	5.149	5.563A		
275-3	000																														(Not	allocated)	5.565		

 



5.562D   Additional allocation:	 In	 Korea	 (Rep.	 of),	 the	 frequency	
bands	 128-130	 GHz,	 171-171.6	 GHz,	 172.2-172.8	 GHz	 and	 173.3-174	 GHz	 are	
also	 allocated	 to	 the	 radio	 astronomy	 service	 on	 a	 primary	 basis.	 Radio	
astronomy	stations	in	Korea	(Rep.	of)	operating	in	the	frequency	bands	referred	
to	 in	 this	 footnote	 shall	 not	 claim	 protection	 from,	 or	 constrain	 the	 use	 and	
development	 of,	 services	 in	 other	 countries	 operating	 in	 accordance	 with	 the	
Radio	Regulations.	(WRC-15)	 
	
5.565					 	 The	following	frequency	bands	in	the	range	275-1	000	GHz	
are	identified	for	use	by	administrations	for			passive	service	applications:		
. radio	astronomy	service:	275-323	GHz,	327-371	GHz,	388-424	GHz,	426-

442	GHz,	453-510	GHz,	623-711	GHz,	795-909	GHz	and	926-945	GHz;	� 
. Earth	exploration-satellite	service	(passive)	and	space	research	�service 

(passive):  

296-306GHz,		 313-356	GHz	 361-365	GHz,	 369-392 GHz,	 397-399 GHz,	 409-411 GHz,	

416-434GHz,		 439-467	GHz	 477-502	GHz,	 523-527 GHz,	 538-581 GHz,	 611-630 GHz,	

634-654GHz,		 657-692	GHz	 713-718	GHz,		 729-733 GHz, 	 750-754 GHz, 	 771-776 GHz, 	

823-846GHz,		 850-854	GHz	 857-862	GHz,		 866-882 GHz, 	 905-928 GHz, 	 951-956 GHz, 	

968-973 GHz  985-990 GHz  	 	 	 	

 

The	use	of	 the	range	275-1	000	GHz	by	 the	passive	services	does	not	preclude	
use	of	this	range	by	active	services.	Administrations	wishing	to	make	frequencies	
in	the	275-1	000	GHz	range	available	for	active	service	applications	are	urged	to	
take	 all	 practicable	 steps	 to	 protect	 these	 passive	 services	 from	 harmful	
interference	 until	 the	 date	 when	 the	 Table	 of	 Frequency	 Allocations	 is	
established	in	the	above-mentioned	275-1	000	GHz	frequency	range.		
All	 frequencies	 in	 the	 range	1	000-3	000	GHz	may	be	used	by	both	 active	 and	
passive	services.	(WRC-12)		
 
 
 


